I would like to express a general concern with FCC 12-118, Expanding the Economic and Innovation Opportunities of Spectrum Through Incentive Auctions, with respect to future frequency re-allocation and potential over the air DTV interference resulting from new mobile services using the auctioned frequencies. The concern is somewhat similar to what will occur in the UK where new 4G mobile services adjacent to over the air television signals are likely to cause significant interference -- especially to receivers close to mobile signal towers.

I have read articles saying that the FCC believes only 10% of the US population receives over the air television. This may be the case, but with the cost of cable TV rising, over the air DTV is a cost-effective way to obtain HD programming. Even if I paid the premium for a HD signal from Comcast -- my local cable provider -- I would not receive all of the local channels in HD that I can currently receive via over the air DTV.

I am very concerned that the re-allocated frequencies used for new mobile services will interfere with what currently is crystal clear over the air DTV reception in my area, and in other areas of the US. Thank you for your time.

Charlie Limoges